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No landscape to be seen
Increasing demands for use are putting the Alpine landscape under ever more pressure. The “Urban Sprawl Initiative” is an
attempt by environmentalists in Switzerland to reverse the trend. The aim is to curb the marketisation of the landscape.

On 10 February 2019 Switzerland will be addressing an issue of truly fundamental importance, namely land. This is the date on which
the Swiss will vote on a popular initiative submitted by the Young Greens. New building zones should only be allowed if a compensating
area is created elsewhere, together with a “compact” residential development of already built-up areas and the promotion of sustainable
forms of living and working.

One square metre of cultivated land is lost in Switzerland every second. Motorways, according to the Swiss Traffic Club, have an
especially dramatic effect on the landscape: they have grown by 65% since 1980. The total length of railway lines has remained almost
unchanged, however. Proponents of the national popular initiative “Stop urban sprawl – for sustainable urban development (sprawl
initiative)” want to stop the wasteful use of farmland, green spaces and natural landscapes. Opponents reject the initiative as overly
radical and rigid. Their concern is an economy that continues to thrive, meaning more homes, supermarkets, industrial buildings, roads
and car parks. Other Alpine countries are witnessing development similar to that in Switzerland: nowhere in Europe is more fertile land

consumed for residential development than in Austria, with an area the size of the city of Salzburg lost to building every year.

When growth causes harm
Permanent use is essential from an economic perspective. The notion is that only if it has an economic use will landscape have a value: it thus becomes a resource. From
artificial snow-making for winter tourism to the overexploitation of meadows and deforestation, economics shapes and influences how forest, snow and landscape are
represented in the Alps, says Irmi Seidl, lecturer in ecological economics at the ETH and the University of Zurich, head of the Swiss Federal Research Institute for Forest,
Snow and Landscape and member of the “sounding board” of CIPRA International. She continues: “If we look at landscapes today, every single one is settled and used for
agriculture.” It is always the economy that determines how these areas are used: “As the economy grows, it consumes more resources – and thus more landscape.”

According to Seidl, there is little evidence of any decoupling of economic growth and resource consumption. The ever more extravagant use of resources threatens the
very ecological basis of life in our society. “Today all environmental policies are in fact subordinate to growth.” This means yes to environmental policies, but not at the
expense of growth. But such growth cannot last forever, as shown by the slump in the construction industry in several parts of Switzerland.

We are therefore more and more in need of alternative economic models that are less excessive in their demands and less subject to economic fluctuations. One possible
approach is sufficiency, explains Seidl: “Sufficiency requires that you seek the right balance and make sparing use of existing resources.”

In its web dossier “Nature and People”, CIPRA is collecting good examples from all of the Alpine countries that show that an economically and environmentally sustainable
approach to landscape is in fact possible.

 

Sources and further information:

www.zersiedelung-stoppen.ch (de, fr, it), www.nzz.ch/schweiz/die-zersiedelungsinitiative-auf-einen-blick-
ld.1448742 (de), www.wienerzeitung.at/themen_channel/wz_reflexionen/vermessungen/859658_Raubbau-an-der-Landschaft.html (de), www.cipra.org/de/dossiers/natur-
und-mensch/landschaft (de, fr, it, sl)

Point of view: Don’t mess with our future!
The climate crisis is a reality – and it is by no means the only environmental problem looming. Luisa Deubzer of the CIPRA
Youth Advisory Council calls for a rethinking on the part of society. In late November 2018 the 24-year-old gave a fiery speech
before politicians and young people at the Eusalp Forum in Innsbruck, Austria.

Summer 2018: I am standing above the once mighty Upper Grindelwald glacier in Switzerland with tears streaming down my face.

Since I was born the glacier has retreated by several kilometres. It reflects the very real – and irreversible – consequences of each of
our political and private decisions.

Any decision taken today will inevitably increase or reduce the room for manoeuvre available to subsequent generations. This applies
just as much to climate change as it does to the protection of species or the conservation of natural habitats.

Every molecule of CO2 emitted that the current generation of decision-makers does not take steps to reduce will significantly aggravate
the consequences for my generation. Each new building project approved today at the expense of a protected natural area will limit our freedom to live a different, greener
future in the Alps.

I am convinced that the most important of these decisions are linked to sustainability.

It is not that economic decisions have no role to play: on the contrary. But no matter how good or bad they are, they will be of little use to us if at the same time we have
destroyed our basis of life – an intact environment. Environmental degradation and climate change further exacerbate every other problem. We should therefore start
serious work on the sustainable transformation of our society.

The dilemmas we face when it comes to sustainability show that it is not enough just to make our society “a little bit more sustainable” in certain areas, while continuing to
hold such unsustainable beliefs and principles as infinite growth or the primacy of the economy over society and the environment.

As an example, we can counter climate change by switching over to renewable energy. But if we do not at the same time fundamentally rethink our energy-intensive
lifestyles this will only worsen resource issues and environmental destruction.

What we need is a new form of society that goes hand in hand with a changed economic model.

If we do not someday want to have to explain to our children how we just watched and did nothing, or too little, although we knew what would happen, then we need
fundamental change in our society, right now. The Alpine regions can take on a pioneering role here by creating space for the testing of alternative forms of economic
activity and of living together.

This is because the change to a sustainable society could at the same time provide a response to the crisis, with many Alpine valleys currently facing emigration and
ageing populations. Instead of new technologies and economic growth, the solution in both cases possibly lies in the fostering of social intelligence, good ways of living
together and a strengthening of local structures.

We need to grasp the environmental crisis in which we find ourselves as an opportunity: an opportunity for co-operation, a chance to try out new paths and to develop
ourselves as a society. Such rethinking has come too late for the glaciers. But we can make sure that our present-day decisions do not lead to the irrevocable
disappearance of yet more things.
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What the landscape tells us
How do we perceive changes in the landscape? Why do we feel more closely connected to some places than others? These
questions are raised by CIPRA with «Re-Imagine Alps», its new interactive map of the region.

The landscape in the Alpine region is undergoing profound change, states Katharina Conradin, President of CIPRA International: from
an environment to which people can link personal stories, to an exchangeable resource. «For us to identify with and relate to the
landscape around us, it has to have a face and tell a story», she says – a story that must be individual and unique. «Neither the built-up
valley floors, nor the identikit motorway service stations nor the interchangeable shopping malls can tell us individual stories», Conradin
continues. This landscape has been irretrievably destroyed, she believes.

Using stories, images and experiences, CIPRA intends to return the landscape to the centre of our attention and strengthen our
relationship with our surroundings. Voices, information, good examples and activities are all embedded in the interactive Alpine map
which can be viewed at map.cipra.org. The map is being constantly updated and will in future be adding further topics alongside
landscape. This map of the Alps will allow CIPRA to offer an ever-expanding and diverse overview of major longer term developments in

the Alps.

Sources and further information:

The «Re-Imagine Alps» map forms part of the alpMonitor project and illustrates the field of «Nature and People». A web dossier (de, fr, it, sl) of the same name provides
background knowledge on the subject of landscape. The latest issue of AlpsInsight, «Landscape is negotiable», includes in-depth interviews, essays, reports and
commentaries. Issue no. 104 of AlpsInsight can be ordered in German, French, Italian and Slovene free of charge via +423 237 53
53, international@cipra.org or www.cipra.org/szenealpen (de, fr, it, sl).

Sustainable Tourism: Who will do the job?
There is no shortage of ideas when it comes to sustainable tourism in the Alps. But who will take charge of networking these
ideas? In early November CIPRA International invited experts from all the Alpine countries to attend a workshop in Innsbruck,
Austria in order to jointly develop a job profile.

While some Alpine regions are reporting ever-new annual records for the number of overnight stays, some areas of the Alps are seeing
high emigration. Overtourism contrasts with an exodus from the land, with nature in some places simply reduced to the role of a
backdrop to be exploited. Formulas for sustainable and environmentally-friendly tourism exist, but often only at regional level, frequently
driven by committed individuals. The need is for people throughout the Alps who can join up, strengthen and propagate such sustainably
planned approaches. At the beginning of November 2018, therefore, CIPRA organised an expert workshop in Innsbruck supported by
the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU). “Tourism is sustainable where there
are people who combine these various levels and make policy that incorporates a sustainable approach”, emphasises Stefanie Pfahl of
the BMU. It is therefore important, she said, to develop job offers that systematically meet this objective. “These people will probably
have different profiles depending upon whether we are talking about the French or the Austrian Alps”, explains Christian Baumgartner,

workshop facilitator and Vice-President of CIPRA International. The workshop, which featured participants from all the Alpine countries, resulted on the one hand in a call
for action and, on the other, a specific job profile, to be available from early 2019. More voices from the workshop can be heard on the CIPRA podcast available
at www.cipra.org/de/fachworkshop-tourismus (de, fr, it, sl).

 

Sources and further information:

https://soundcloud.com/user-376609939/wer-macht-den-job-nachhaltiger-tourismus-in-den-alpen (de)

https://soundcloud.com/user-376609939/interview-con-paolo-grigolli-trentino-school-of-management-su-turismo-sostenibile (it)

 

Youth participation is a must-have – not a nice-to-have
More youth participation in the Alps! This was the plea made by the GaYA Conference in Chambéry, France, to politicians and
policymakers in the Alpine countries. The strength of feeling involved was illustrated by the participation of numerous young
people and representatives from the spheres of politics and society.

“Actively promote a political culture of participation. Make the input of young people a permanent feature of decision-making processes.
And make youth participation a must-have, not a nice-to-have!” These were the policy recommendations formulated by the GaYA
project’s partner organisations to the politicians. Some 200 participants from every Alpine country attended the GaYA Conference in the
French town of Chambéry in order to demand greater youth participation.

How can youth participation be promoted in cities and rural areas? What innovative ideas and projects exist? What can politicians and
policymakers do? Young people, politicians and youth workers all searched together for answers in the course of various interactive
sessions. The event also featured music and Alpine cuisine, as well as films made by young people that were presented in the context
of an Alpine-wide film competition.

The conference also represented the conclusion of the two-year, EU-sponsored GaYA project. In addition to the international exchanges and policy recommendations, the
project partners also presented a toolkit for youth participation and a comparative study on participatory democracy in the Alps.

GaYA is co-financed by the European Fund for Regional Development through the INTERREG Alpine Space Programme, the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, the Austrian Federal State of Vorarlberg and the French Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region.

The policy recommendations can be downloaded in all Alpine languages at www.alpine-space.eu/projects/gaya/en/project-results/policy-recommendations

 

Sources and further information:
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Three workshops for sustainable mobility
Ideas for cross-border co-operation, the future of the Veynes railway and a toolbox for sustainable commuting: three projects
from the Alps that serve as an inspiration for more sustainable mobility.

Regional co-operation across national borders is what is required, and Liechtenstein, St. Gallen in Switzerland, Lindau in Germany and
Vorarlberg in Austria have together implemented this insight in the cross-border «Pemo» project. By joining forces they have fostered
more sustainable mobility for commuters and, in collaboration with CIPRA International and the Vorarlberg Energy Institute, have
developed a toolbox for business mobility management. There have also been specialist conferences in the region, motivation and
awareness-raising work and service offers made available to companies.

How can the train be made into a sustainable alternative to the car for local people, or made more attractive to tourists? Local authorities
and associations have teamed up to develop a strategy for public transport in the French Alps, with CIPRA France accompanying the
process. The main aim is to promote the «Etoile ferroviaire de Veynes» rail lines that also connect such cities as Gap to Grenoble and

Briançon with Paris or Marseille. The recently released action plan is a first step towards enhancing the railway lines, with a new travel guide as an example of the planned
measures.

A commuter boat service, a platform for car-pooling, a mobility centre: all form part of the «cross-border mobility» project in which the Swiss Grouping for Mountain Areas,
the Austrian federal state of Tyrol and CIPRA International have collected cross-border co-operation models in the Alpine region and made these available to the public in
a StoryMap. The findings of the Pemo-project have also been taken on board: the toolbox for business mobility management is now available online in all the Alpine
languages. Companies from all over the Alps are also being encouraged to contribute their own strategies for more sustainable mobility and thus further develop the
toolbox.

 

Sources:

www.cipra.org/de/medienmitteilungen/nachhaltige-mobilitaet-verbindet(de), www.cipra.org/de/cipra/international/projekte/laufend/pemo (de), 
 www.cipra.org/fr/cipra/france/actualite (fr), 

 www.cipra.org/en/cipra/international/projects/current/cross-border-mobility

Winter Olympics: return to the Alps in 2026?
In early January 2019 the Italian cities of Milan and Cortina d’Ampezzo submitted a joint bid, facing off with Stockholm in
Sweden in the race to host the Winter Olympics. The IOC will make its decision in June.

It is highly likely that the 2026 Winter Olympics will be held in the Alps or, more precisely, partly in the Alps and partly in a major city in
the Po Valley: this is because the odds have recently shortened on the decision to host the 25th edition of the games being made in
favour of the alliance of Milan and Cortina, after the Alpine towns of Sion in Switzerland and Graz and Innsbruck, both in Austria, as well
as Sapporo in Japan and Calgary in Canada all pulled out. The city authorities in Stockholm, the last remaining challenger, have also
withdrawn their support. Thus, for lack of any alternative, the alliance of the city of Milan and the Dolomites resort of Cortina d’Ampezzo
is preparing to stage the Winter Olympics. The fact that some places have withdrawn their applications and that the residents of
Innsbruck, Sion and Calgary have all vociferously voted to reject the candidacies of their respective cities should also give pause for
thought to those on the International Olympic Committee (IOC) who are still promoting a grandiose model of the Olympic Games that is
no longer tolerable on either cost or environmental grounds.

According to their application, sustainability will be the order of the day in Milan and Cortina, with the games providing an enormous positive impact for the region, all at low
cost. Unfortunately, however, experience shows that the final accounts can only be settled after the event. The last time the Winter Olympics were held in the Alps, in 2006
in Turin, the costs set out in the original application were estimated at 500 million euros. The final sum – taking account of organisation, infrastructure construction and a
number of “sporting white elephants” – in fact totalled over three billion euros. The present dual-track application, when compared to the others, nevertheless has perhaps
one positive aspect: the tenders for the construction projects will be spread out over a wide area and not focus simply on one mountain region. Certain sports facilities
already exist, although they will have to be upgraded or rebuilt, such as the bobsleigh track at Cortina d’Ampezzo. In addition to potential cost overruns, however, it is the
inevitable infrastructure projects, e.g. reservoirs for artificial snow-making, roads, car parking and Olympic villages that are all giving cause for concern, especially in the
mountainous areas of the Dolomites and the Valtellina. All these schemes would have significant effects on the environment.

Francesco Pastorelli, Director of CIPRA Italy, states: “For years now CIPRA has been calling for the IOC to rethink how the Winter Olympics are staged. We do not believe
that the Alpine region is suitable for hosting the Games in the way they are conceived by the IOC”.

 

Sources and further information:

https://www.cipra.org/en/dossiers/the-winter-
olympics, https://www.milanocortina2026.coni.it/images/CandidatureFile_MilanoCortina2026_eng.pdf,https://www.lastampa.it/2019/01/11/sport/olimpiadi-invernali-il-
dossier-milanocortina-al-cio-sfida-a-stoccolma-yba6xydTZ7LKjmPob0ifOJ/pagina.html (it)

Good service for rural areas
A success story: December 2018 saw the opening of the 100th «Maison de services au public» in the French Alps.

The train ride from Saint-Étienne de Cuines to Chambéry, the nearest large town, takes a good 50 minutes. The former, a municipality of
1,200 inhabitants in the French Alps, has the same problems as many other small communities: budget cutbacks, digitisation of
processes and the disappearance of local services. Public services and personal advice on such matters as housing, finding jobs, or
family, social and legal matters are often only available in the nearest town, which is particularly awkward for older people or families
with small children. In December 2018, therefore, Saint-Étienne de Cuines in the Savoy region saw the opening of a «Maison de
services au public» (MSAP) – the numbers of which now exceed 100 – offering personal advice and services directly to local people.

This has been a recipe for success, with the number of MSAPs in the French Alps doubling between 2015 and 2018. The body known
as ADRETS (Association for the Networked Development of Alpine Territories and Services) has developed this innovative model for the
basic provision of services in peripheral areas. The specific advantage of MSAPs is that they offer both face-to-face assistance and
digital consultation, explains Jean Horgues-Debat, co-founder and (until 2017) CEO of ADRETS and president of CIPRA France. He

mentions the network effect: «Initial experiences showed politicians the benefits for their constituents of MSAPs. At the same time, however, municipalities also benefit
from sharing services with the MSAP such as tourist offices, local post offices or social services, thus saving money.» Horgues-Debat believes the particular reason for the
success of MSAPs lies in their low-threshold, people-friendly offer: «The pooling of resources lessens access difficulties and reduces social contrasts.»

A common fund has supported operations since January 2016, with financing including such sources as the sickness and old-age pension funds, as well as the
employment agency. ADRETS also receives political and financial support from the government-backed CIMA (Convention Interrégionale du Massif des Alpes).

 

Sources and further information:
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Ecosystems out of balance
Storms, drought, floods, mudslides and avalanches: many Alpine regions were affected by extreme natural events in 2018. The
first measures are already in place to ensure better management.

Late October in the Italian Dolomites saw severe weather and storms, with wind speeds reaching 180 km/h. Millions of trees were
flattened or uprooted, with immense losses to the forestry industry. Such windstorms also have numerous ecological consequences:
thousands of hectares of carbon-retaining trees are lost, while pests can multiply in the deadwood and attack other plants. Such
deadwood also offers more fuel for forest fires during the ever-drier summers. Once forests are uprooted, moreover, subsequent rainfall
will often cause mudslides, while in winter the damage to protective forests increases the risk of unobstructed avalanches. 

 According to Robin Naumann, forestry scientist and project manager at CIPRA International, one solution could be mixed forests with
widely differing structures and age categories: «Such mixed forests provide much better protection against extreme events than very
homogeneous plantations. For profit reasons, however, monocultures such as pure spruce forests are often planted.» The EU project
«AlpES – Alpine Ecosystem Services», completed in December 2018, drew attention to such issues as these. The aim is to strengthen

the significance and appreciation of ecosystem services in the context of environmental policy.

What Alpine rivers have to do with management

Intact Alpine rivers form the basis of energy and water supplies in the Alps. A lengthy drought with consequent massive fish deaths, including in the Alpine Rhine, was
followed in autumn 2018 by floods that caused enormous damage. In Carinthia and East Tyrol in southern Austria, for example, several rivers and streams burst their
banks. Fallen trees and landslips blocked roads, while whole valleys and villages were cut off for days from the outside world: the control structures of many streams were
also damaged. Events like these make it clear that it is not only technical measures that are required to ensure protection against such flooding, which also often adversely
affects the river ecology. The 3-year EU project «SPARE – Strategic Planning for Alpine River Ecosystems», concluded in 2018, thus developed and tested methods for
holistic river management in pilot regions across the Alpine region. The project took account of such aspects as the ecological condition of watercourses, the structural
diversity of the riverbed and bank areas, as well as of nature-based flow dynamics.

 

Sources and further information:

www.cipra.org/de/pdfs/796 (de), www.suedtirolnews.it/italien/apokalyptische-lage-unwetterdesaster-in-den-belluneser-
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Researching the Alps
They are probably among the most thoroughly researched mountain areas on Earth, yet the spirit of research in the Alps
remains undiminished: November 2018 saw the opening of a new Centre for Mountain Research in the Swiss city of Sion.

On 2 November the University of Lausanne, Switzerland, opened a new Interdisciplinary Centre for Mountain Research (CIRM) in Sion.
The aim of CIRM is to develop research in nine priority areas such as energy transition, tourism, health and natural hazards in mountain
areas. Up to 50 researchers from various institutions – from geologists to historians – will be working to jointly meet the challenges of
sustainable development in the Alpine regions.

There are numerous research questions about the Alpine mountain regions, and not only at local or national level. New and acute
problems relating to climate change or globalisation need global approaches and partnerships. «It will only be possible to meet future
challenges for preserving Alpine ecosystems through international co-operation in terms of research, conservation and political will»,

states Patrick Schwager of the University of Graz, Austria. This is one of five partners in the Alpine region belonging to the international Alpine Seed Conservation &
Research Network, whose aim is to obtain high-quality seeds from Alpine plants for research and conservation work. Other international Alpine research facilities
complement both CIRM and this network: in Switzerland these include ISCAR (International Scientific Committee on Research in the Alps), the Mountain Research
Initiative (MRI) whose focus is on sustainable development, and the Global Biodiversity Assessment concentrating on biodiversity. In Germany the AFI (Alpine Research
Institute) has over 20 years of experience in applied research and consultancy work, while Euromontana, the European Association of Mountain Areas, has headquarters
in Paris and Brussels. Finally, the Institute for Alpine Environment at EURAC in Italy conducts application-oriented research into mountain areas.

 

Sources and further information:
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